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ctivity/80356/Q: Bootstrap 4 - responsive u-
stepper slider customisation in iOS I am
using a u-stepper to make a slider which
shows 3 steps. I need to customise the

default template for this slider. Specifically, I
need to set the style of the labels (because
the labels are going beyond the container
and the container has been set to contain-
content in order to fit all the content in the
page.) Please provide the CSS to achieve
this. A: The Bootstrap stepper is using this

CSS (you can read it on line 3106 in the
CSS): .stepper-container { .controls.btn-defa

ult,.controls.btn-primary,.controls.btn-
secondary { color: @red!important; } }

Using this you can alter the color and the
font-size. How to reach \"Sasayama Point\"!!!

Hello everyone, I am looking for
directions/information on how to get to the
\"Sasayama Point\" from the ski lift. The lift
ia at the top of the mountain and there is a

little sign on a pole that says something
about a short cut to the point. I would like to
see if anyone can give me a little more detail
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on the where abouts, and if they are more
then for sure I will take down notes of

directions or whatever. I was thinking that
perhaps it might be possible to do without

the little road that runs off to the right when
you get to the top. Perhaps a trail to the

point. Do you all know how to do that? Also,
if the point is not too far off, do you know

how far? Because I want to make sure that I
am not going to have to take a rather large
walk if it is a long way. Thanks everyone.

The Sogyard Team GK Last edited by
gkestewart on Sat Mar 10, 2008 10:54 am,
edited 1 time in total. There is a trail up to

the \"Sasayama Point\" from Sasayama
Highland's apartment complex. 5ec8ef588b
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